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Taste of great Food

		
			







Unique Tasty
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ABOUT US


		
			

We are team of young, dynamic,
closely held Fifth Generation Family Entrepreneurs who are passionate about
real estate. Headquartered in Bangalore, PRATHAM is headed by Manish Gadia, Amit Gadia and Vinay Gadia. For us, TURNING LAND INTO LANDMARKS is not a mere slogan but the
embodiment of our mindset to convert lands into vibrant living landmarks. Creating
landmarks involves many parameters - from having a vision to incorporating the
vision into the design philosophy and manifesting the design philosophy by
harmonizing various aspects such as blending the natural landscape features
with the functional requirements to highlighting certain features to using subtlety
with precision and perfection. We like to think of it as Alchemy in Action.


		
			




				
				
				
				
ZEN LIVING
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CONTACT US


		
			


			
			ZEN INDRAPRASTHA by PRATHAM

49/4, Industrial Suburb, R K Road,

Yeshwanthpur,

Bangalore - 560022
		



			
			
				+91 - 7829 583 111 / 7829 180 111
			
			



			
			info@prathamconstructions.com
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